The Coolies of Singapore
Our Greatest Risk Takers
By Wai Lin Coultas
were in decline. During the depressed economic situation
in India, both high and low-caste Indians were sent to
Singapore as coolies. In China, steep population growth and
poor economic opportunities in the mid-1800s, along with
two Opium Wars and the Taiping Rebellion, drove workers
to Singapore. Their cheap labour in Singapore's mines, ports,
construction sites, plantations and jungles contributed greatly
to the island's growth and development. The rickshaw
pullers, trishaw riders and farmers offered essential services
and produce.
Compared to their counterparts in the United States,
Singaporean coolies were relatively fortunate in being able
to complete their indentured servitude in just one to three
years, and were paid while doing so. And just as the many
immigrants to America have contributed to that nation’s
growth, we should celebrate the mass migration of coolies
into Singapore. They gave this country the manpower
needed to create the foundations that enabled us to go from
third world to first since achieving independence.
I look forward to the day when my friends take pride in
the fact that their grandfathers came to Singapore as coolies.
They were great risk-takers who went to a far-away land
with little but the clothes they were wearing and helped
make Singapore into the extraordinary place it is today.

Chinese coolies having a meal, circa 1900

Many historians today compare the coolies of Asia
to enslaved Africans in the Americas. Indeed the word
‘coolie’ has one of its roots in the Urdu word kuli, which
means ‘slave’. Many of our ancestors had signed contracts
containing misleading promises, while others were
kidnapped. Some were victims of clan violence. Their
captors sold them to coolie brokers; others sold themselves
to pay off gambling debts. Once in Singapore, the coolies
endured poor wages and squalid living quarters.
There are perhaps parallels with the indentured
servants in the American colonies. Just as Singapore grew
by indentured immigration, so did the United States –
indentured servants comprised nearly 80% of the total
European emigration to the new world prior to the American
Revolution.
The Americans I know take pride in this chapter of
their history; formerly indentured workers were able to
seize on an extraordinary array of opportunities in their
new land. However, in Singapore there is a stigma about
acknowledging that one’s ancestors came here as coolies. Is
this shame justified?
Though seemingly humble, coolies were, in a very real
sense, the backbone of Singaporean society. The main influx
of coolie labourers was between 1823 and 1927, when
Singapore’s economy was growing and China’s and India’s
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A street coolie in the 1900s

Wai Lin Coultas is a former teacher, editor and freelance writer,
whose ancestors settled in Singapore six generations ago.
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